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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article:
(Channeling begins)
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
All right. We have been working with the very strong energies of the Esoteric Value of Halloween,
All Saints Day and the Day of the Dead or the Celebration of Eternity. So we are working now with
a particular topic called Love Heals Humanity.
In the presence of Love, all things are healed. With Humanity, in particular, I would say that the
presence of Divine Love coming directly from Creation, or the presence of Love that is naturally
apparent in nature and Innocence Love of new things in creation, it might be a baby, a kitten, a
puppy, something just sprouting in the garden; that new Innocence of Love. And then we have a
task before the World servers to feel with intensity a particular type of Love that heals Humanity.
So we are going to create a rose pink color and from within, please, find where this rose pink,
absolute strong Love for Humanity, is within your own consciousness already. It might be in your
self-love compartment you know because of course you cannot give what you do not have, so you
must have that component within you before you can gift it to others. So bring that rose color out
and let it flourish, let it flood the body.
Now you may want to invoke a feminine presence, maybe Quan Yin, maybe Mother Mary, you
might have another, Avalokiteshvara [Buddhist Bodhisattva depicted as female in some countries].
You might have a feminine presence in general. To you, it might be the Mother of Creation. It
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might be the power of birth, it could be something classically in your consciousness that represents
such a strong healing power that nothing can touch it. Nothing can diminish the amount of healing
love that comes forth from you when you are focused on this one particular area.
Breathe and generate that light and we are calling it Love Heals Humanity. Now really bring that
energy out. So many members of Humanity are looking for love. They are wanting to feel it, they
are wanting to experience it, they want to possess it so that they can also have this energy field
that is very, very healing to themselves and to all of Humanity. So again that beautiful rose color.
See if you can grow it very, very large in your consciousness.
That is Rainbow purring into the microphone. She loves Humanity; she is a beautiful long haired
calico cat named Rainbow. Given her name by a three year that apparently thought that orange
black and white looked like a rainbow when it’s on a cat. And I would agree. Of course it does!
So beautiful rose color; feel that Love for Humanity. See if you can grow it even larger. Grow it
even larger. Even when you think that’s as big as it can get; it’s as big as the planet. Breathe and
make that rose color “Love that Heals Humanity”. Make it as large as you can get it. Good.
Excellent work. And I mean you and the cat, Rainbow. Excellent work.
Now let’s send it downward through the body and we imagine having this very deep anchor of rose
colored light going right through, well as wide as the legs together, like a big column going down
into the Earth, you might even see it going into the center of the planet there or maybe saturating
the entire planet, inside and out. Just really want a Love power that Heals Humanity. Good.
Alright. That completes the Spirituality Article for this week. I hope you enjoyed the exercise and
could feel the energy. And now remember [to keep] some for you. Go ahead and hold it, if you
want. See how much of that Love you can stand to hold. Fold it inward and hold it like a
presence, like a precious book you were just given or a precious jewel that you are holding very
dear to your heart. Good.
Thank you and as always, my love to you.
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